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Outline
n In a historically rural country, bringing policy focus to urban health brings forth
important lessons adaptable in other developing countries
n Review government documents to identify policies helpful to the cause which
served as leverage points
n Unmask urban health disparities – Disaggregate urban DHS data
n Evidence like undercounting of poverty pockets requires several examples
-

n
n
n
n

City maps with listed and unlisted poverty clusters serve as visual tools

Bring together diverse stakeholders to support the agenda
Few, simple, compelling messages to policymakers, media
Create avenues for community to speak to civil servants, officials, politicians
Work closely with the government system and key influencers
-

Documentation within government system e.g. minutes of meetings is crucial
Identify champions within government system and among Key Stakeholders

n Plan for long-term effort, remain flexible, responsive
-

Remain flexible, responsive to the policy formulation system- this is critical
Plan for a persistent, long-term effort with key policy makers

1. Review Government Documents:

Identify policies helpful to the cause
n Identify policies helpful to the cause, use them as
leverage points
n Five-Year Plan document, National Population Policy and
National Health Policy of Govt. of India had
acknowledged the need for focus on urban health
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2. Unmask urban health disparities –
Disaggregate urban DHS data
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Evidence about Health Disparities:

Low Child Survival among the Urban Poor
1.3 lakh children die each year before reaching the age of five
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3. Spatial maps with listed and unlisted
poverty clusters serve as visual tools
T
n Evidence regarding undercounting of urban poverty
pockets requires several examples
n City maps with listed and unlisted poverty clusters
developed with city stakeholders work as credible
evidence
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A significant proportion of slums are unlisted
967 Total slums

554 listed slums
(population 12,76,062)
City

No. of
Listed
Slums

No. of UnListed
Slums

Agra

215

178

Dehradun

78

28

Bally

75

45

Jamshedpur

84

77

Meerut

102

85

Total

554

413

Total
population

1276062

727332

413 unlisted slums (population 7,27,332)

According to NSSO 65th Round (2008-09) 49 % slums are non-notified in India
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Mapping Helps Inclusion of Unlisted Slums/Clusters
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Spatial Mapping: Mumbai Example

4. Bringing Stakeholders to build consensus and advocate
Placing information in the public domain to invite critical
appreciation
§ Convene consultations involving diverse govt. and non-govt.
stakeholders
§ Utilize seminars/conferences at various Govt. and academic forums
§ Articles on urban health issues in peer reviewed journals
§ Issues of urban health inequity highlighted through newspapers,
magazines and electronic media

Outcomes
Different stakeholders recognize need of policy focus
on urban health equity, voice it at National and
provincial forums

Stakeholders Coming Together
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Developme
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Women & Child
Welfare Ministry
Academia,
Policy advisors

5. Create opportunities for community stakeholders to
speak directly to civil servants and political leaders
•Grassroots Civil Society engage with Health Administrators
to present potential solutions to challenges in slums and
seek action.
•Invite authorities to events in slums to enable them better
respond to challenges
•Community groups from slums share experiences at
National and Provincial levels with Policy Makers to inform
policy dialogue
•Community groups from slums share lessons with Media
12

6. Few, simple, compelling messages to
policy makers, policy influencers, media
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Slums

Urban population - 377 million1.
India is expected to be more than 40% (550 million) urban by 20262.
Urban poor estimated at 97 million as per official poverty line4
12.6 million children under-5 among urban poor (based on 100 million
population)5.
• Estimated annual births among urban poor: 2.7 million6.
• Nearly 10 million children under-5 among lowest two urban quartiles
are stunted (chronic under-nutrition)
1-Census of India, 2011, Provisional Tables
2-Census, 2001 population, Projections, 2001-26
3-Poverty Estimates 2004-2005 and 1999-2000
4-Planning Commission, Poverty Estimates December 2009 and Census of India 2011
5- Calculated based on UNICEF-Demography-2007 data
6-Based on CBR 27.5 for urban poor population and 100 million urban poor population

7. Work closely with government system and
key influencers
a. Documentation within government system e.g. minutes
of meetings, letters from city/state/national officials
b. Identify Champions within government system & among
Key Stakeholders for Pro-urban Poor Policy Changes
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Facilitate Formal Documentation and Ensuring
Participation of Senior Officials
§ To help institutionalize decisions taken, formal documentation in the Govt
policy making system serves as a vital reference for future
§ Documentation is by way of a) signed recording of meeting decisions at
national/state/city levels, b) letters by senior officials communicating
decision and actions required, c) forewords to workshop reports by senior
officials, d) reports of study tours to learning sites
§ Such formal documentation helps continuity and overcome difficulties
associated by transfer of key officials

Outcomes
Continuity and sustainability of processes and decision making in spite of
frequent changes at key positions
• Policy advocacy team’s energy maintained despite transfers of key bureaucrats
Policy Outcome: Several reference memos/letters/reports available in Govt files
facilitated continuity and momentum despite change of officials
•

Identifying Champions and Working with Key Stakeholders
for Pro-urban Poor Policy Changes
§ Identifying ‘Urban Health Champions’ among Govt.
officials, academicians, programmers who in turn take
special interest to spread the message at decision making
and advocacy forums
§ Study tours of officials to learning sites enhanced the
championship quotient in them

8. Plan for long-term effort, remain

flexible, responsive
a. Remain flexible and responsive
to the policy
T
formulation system
b. Plan for perseverant, long-term effort with key policy
makers, stakeholders Plan for perseverant, long-term
effort with key policy makers, stakeholders
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Remain flexible and responsive to the policy formulation
system
n Utilize credible urban health data through different
approaches, remain flexible, yet assertive on the cause
n Learn the skills to be responsive to the bureaucracy
n So that trust is built and cemented brick by brick.
n Continue to capitalize on small intermediate successes

Plan for perseverant, long-term effort with key
policy makers, stakeholders
n Policy change/improvement can be a slow process
n Pursue multi-step process creating opportunities for small successes
-

In India for example, community groups worked towards getting officials
to acknowledge community maps through meetings with city officials
National/state consultations involving stakeholders including officials of
concerned Ministries helped maintain momentum and served as reminders

n Intermediate successes included:
-

National task force for guidelines for the cause (urban health), 2005-06
Circular issued to States to prepare maps of all cities with listed and
unlisted poverty clusters plotted, 2008
Inclusion of mandate for unlisted poverty clusters for govt. of India’s
urban poor housing initiative (Rajiv Awas Yojana, Dec. 2010)
Ministry of Health announces launch Urban Health Mission in 12th Five Yr
Plan (April, 2012)

Perseverance is a great element of success. If you
only knock long enough and loud enough at the
gate, you are sure to wake up somebody.
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Alone we can do so little; Together we can do so
much
- Helen Keller
[www.uhrc.in]

